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What You’ll Learn

When held accountable, people 
are 95% more likely to complete 
their goals. You will set a simple, 
realistic, and tangible goal to 
commit to and focus on over a 
90-day period.

70% of salespeople don't have 
an effective selling system. You 
will learn and implement our 
powerful Proactive Prospecting™ 
selling system to streamline 
your sales pipeline.

After years of training, we’ve 
discovered there are 5-habits 
that successful entrepreneurs 
possess. We will teach you these 
5-habits that will allow you to 
crush it in your business.

With a 90-day timeline, a greater 
and intense sense of urgency is 
established. You will learn how 
to take massive action to 
execute and complete your sales 
and business goal in 90-days.

Create a sense of urgency Set a dominant sales focus

5-habits for success Master a selling system

Build lasting habits
Studies tell us that it takes 21-90 
days to develop a new habit. 
You will learn how to establish 
professional habits that 
generate business vs amateur 
habits that squander time.

90-Day 
Sales Plan
taught by Dr. Bruce Lund

Without a plan of attack, you're likely to 
jump from thing-to-thing and end up 
playing from behind every single day. 
We’ve developed a process to help you 
play to win through a 90-day sales plan.

exclusively presents
SALES MANAGER

Through professional habits, execution, focus, selling system, and accountability, 
you can break through to new levels of productivity over a 90-day window.
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Plan to dominate your next best quarter

Start your own 90-day sales plan
90daysales.com/plan



About Dr. Bruce Lund
For over a decade, Dr. Bruce Lund has trained thousands of 
professionals all over the country. His coaching journey 
began as a 25-year old career author and speaker to young 
professionals. Bruce earned a PhD in Human Performance at 
age 29, and was hired as program director and professor in 
the Texas A&M System. 

He was then recruited back into corporate America as 
Director of Sales for a top entrepreneur coaching business. 
The company tripled growth under Bruce’s leadership, 
growing to a multi-million dollar coaching business in less 
than two years. During this time, Bruce was also in 
charge of coaching top producers all over the 
country as lead business trainer in real estate, 
mortgage, title, insurance, and financial services.

In 2017, Bruce launched his own sales training 
business, 90-Day Sales Manager™, which 
has become one of the fastest growing 
programs in the country. Commonly 
referred to as the P90X of Sales Training,
the program combines daily virtual 
training with weekly live coaching.

Bruce takes pride in his versatility of 
coaching top one-percenters, brand-new 
salespeople, and everything in-between. 
He does this through a "heart of a teacher" 
approach using his PhD in behavioral science 
to accelerate business growth in a fun, dynamic
way.
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Steve McDonald
Tennessee REALTORS®

“Your attendees will appreciate his 
fresh style and interest in everyone's 
success. I would hire again!”


